We propose the realization of topological quantum states with cold atoms trapped in an optical lattice. We discuss an experimental setup that generates a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice in the presence of a light-induced periodic vector potential, which represents a realization of the Haldane model with cold atoms. We determine theoretically the conditions necessary for observing the topological states and show that two of the key conditions are: 1) the realization of sharp boundaries and 2) the minimization of any smoothly varying component of the confining potential. We argue that, unlike their condensed matter counterparts, cold atom topological quantum states can be i) "seen", by mapping out the characteristic chiral edge states, and ii) controlled, by controlling the periodic vector potential and the properties of the confining potential.
A solid state insulator can be defined as a system with local electronic properties [1] . Consequently, insulators are insensitive to boundary conditions. Standard band insulators, which are characterized by the existence of a bulk energy gap, satisfy this definition and are topologically equivalent, as they can be adiabatically transformed into each other without crossing a phase transition. However, the existence of a bulk gap is not a sufficient condition to insure the locality of all electronic properties and the insensitivity to boundary conditions. Certain strongly correlated systems, such as the fractional quantum Hall fluids, offer examples of phases having bulk gaps but being topologically distinct [2] . Such topological insulators can exist even in the absence of interactions and typical examples are the integer quantum Hall fluids or the quantum spin Hall states [3, 4, 5] and their three dimensional generalizations [6] . One defining characteristic of these systems is the existence of chiral gapless edge states that are robust against disorder effects and interactions. The existence of these edge states and their basic features are intrinsically linked to the topological properties of the system. However, their detailed structure is dictated by the boundary. Controlling the boundary properties is a rather difficult task for solid state systems, but it could be realized for ultracold atoms in optical lattices.
In this work we propose the realization of a topological insulator in an optical lattice. More importantly, we establish that optical lattices allow for the existence of a "topological metal" characterized by a chiral boundary-induced edge mode, although the bulk is metallic. A great advantage of the optical lattices is that various terms in the Hamiltonian as well as the boundary conditions can be explicitly controlled experimentally, which in contrast to solid state systems, allows for tuning the properties of the edge states. The realization of a topological insulator with cold atoms opens a series of very exciting prospects: i) the possibility of a direct observation of the edge states [7] , the hallmark of the topological insulating phase, ii) the possibility of testing the stability of the chiral edge modes in the presence weak disorder and interactions, and iii) the possibility of studying transitions between a topological insulator and other phases. On the other hand, the main challenges in building a topological insulator with cold atoms are: i) generating the vector potential, ii) controlling the trap potential and manipulating the boundaries, and iii) measuring a topological insulating state, i.e., imaging the edge states.
To study the boundary effects in a topological quantum state, we propose the realization of the Haldane model [4] in an optical lattice. The trapping potential is given by the superposition of three co-planar standing waves characterized by the wave-vectors
, π 3a ) and
, respectively. The minima of this potential generate a hexagonal lattice with lattice constant a. The crucial ingredient of the setup is an effective vector potential A(r) that generates a periodic "magnetic" field with zero total flux trough the unit cell. We propose the use of a light-induced gauge potential that can be realized in a system of multi-level atoms interacting with a spatially modulated laser field [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] . Within these schemes, the multi-level atoms interact with laser beams characterized by spatially varying Rabi frequencies and experience an effective pseudo-spin dependent gauge potential. Since our proposal does not require spin-dependent gauge potentials, one may even be able to utilize a simpler scheme [18] . The effective single particle Hamiltonian is
where m is the particle mass, p the momentum and A the vector potential. The second term in Eq. (1) generates the two-dimensional hexagonal optical lattice with lattice constant a, while the last term, V c , contains additional confining terms that determine the properties of the boundaries. The role of V c will be discussed in detail below. A simple vector potential that generates zero "magnetic" flux trough a unit cell is A(r) = αA(r) with A x (r) = sin 4πy 3 and A y = 0, where α is the strength of the gauge potential. Notice however that the term A 2 /2m from Eq.
(1) represents an extra contribution to the lattice potential that does not have hexagonal symmetry and, therefore, will distort the lattice. This distortion does not affect the nature and the basic properties of the topological insulator if α does not exceed a certain critical value, but has quantitative implications for the band structure. To avoid the formal complications of dealing with this α-dependent lattice distortion, we use in our calculations a symmetrized vector potential with A(r) = sin(4πy/3) + cos(2πx/ √ 3) sin(2πy/3), − √ 3 sin(2πx/ √ 3) × cos(2πy/3) . The fact that A 2 /2m acts as an effective lattice potential suggests that ideally the trapping and vector potentials could be realized using the same set of laser fields.
We solve the quantum problem associated with Hamiltonian (1) within a simple tight binding approximation. Throughout the paper we use the recoil energy
as energy unit and the lattice constant a as length unit. The total effective lattice potential V latt , which includes the term A 2 /2m, with minima at the nodes of a hexagonal lattice (see Fig. 1 ) has near these minima the form V latt ≈ mω 
The approximation holds as long as the s-band is well separated from the p-bands, which is the case for c < 0.25, i.e., for deep enough optical lattices. However, because the the second-neighbor hopping is crucial for generating the topological states [4] , a small value of c will make this effect practically unobservable. In this study we choose c = 0.2. The other independent parameter is α, which in the calculations will be either α = 0 (zero vector potential) or α = 2. The hopping parameters for the effective tight-binding model are given by t i j = φ vanish if i and j are nearest neighbors and are non-zero for second-order neighbors, generating a chiral contribution to the Hamiltonian. Finally, because the s-wave orbitals are not orthogonal, we have to determine their overlap matrix elements φ
0 . The resulting tight-binding problem is solved numerically for clusters containing up to 3696 sites (see Fig 1) .
We start by solving the tight-binding problem for a finitesize cluster consisting of a disc with hard-wall boundary conditions, V c (r) = ∞ if r > R and V c (r) = 0 if r < R. The density of states (DOS) for this system is shown in Fig. 2 (panels 2  and 3 ). In the absence of a vector potential (α = 0 -panel 3), this quantity is similar to the graphene DOS. The characteristic V-shaped gap associated in the infinite lattice with the existence of the Dirac points is weakly distorted at low energies by finite size effects that become negligible as the cluster size increases. In the presence of a vector potential with α = 2 a finite size gap opens in the density of states (panel (2) Fig.  2 ). However the DOS in the "gap" is not exactly zero. To determine the nature of the residual in-gap states, we calculate the orbital momentum of each single-particle state ψ n (r) and the relative contribution γ n to the norm ψ n |ψ n coming from a narrow ring 37a ≤ r ≤ 39a positioned at the edge of the system. This contribution vanishes for bulk-type states and is of order one for edge states, i.e., it represents a measure of the edge-type character of a given state. The corresponding spectrum is shown in Fig. 2 panel (1) . This picture is the finite size equivalent of the Hofstadter "moth" for a hexagonal lattice and a periodic "magnetic" field with zero flux through the Fig. 3 . The quantity ρ n (r) is the product between a common factor associated with the underlying hexagonal lattice structure and a state-dependent envelope function. The corresponding envelope functions are shown in the right panels. (A) represents the ground state, (B) is a typical edge state and (C) is the lowest energy bulk state from the upper band. The weak edge contributions in (C) are due to finite size effects and vanish in the large cluster limit. unit cell. The coordinates of each dot represent the orbital momentum (x-axis) and the energy (y-axis) of a particular state. The edge vs. bulk character of the state, as quantified by the parameter γ n is revealed by the color code: blue for edge states and red for bulk states. As evident from Fig. 2 , the spectrum is characterized by a gap for the bulk (red) states. Within this gap, there is an chiral edge mode (blue states). The chirality of the edge mode, i.e., the sign of its orbital momentum, is determined by the sign of α. Note that the sum of the orbital momenta of all the single-particle states is identically zero for any value of α. To have a spatial characterization of the singleparticle quantum states, we show in Fig. 3 the contour plots of ρ n (r) = |ψ n (r)| 2 for several states marked in Fig. 2 : Athe ground state, B -a typical edge state and C -the lowest energy bulk state from the upper band. Note that each density associated with the underlying lattice structure multiplied by a specific envelope function. The structure of the envelope functions is shown in the left panels of Fig. 3 .
Next, we address the key question concerning the role of the confining potential V c and the dependence of the spectrum on the boundary conditions. We replace the hard wall boundary by a) a quartic wall, b) a linear step potential, and c) a harmonic potential plus a hard wall (see Fig. 4 merical calculations show that a topological insulator can be realized provided d c R ∆ , i.e., the boundary has a characteristic length much smaller than the size of the system. For example, cases (a) and (b) in Fig. 5 correspond to R ∆ ≈ 32.5a and d c ≈ 3.5a and in both cases the gap for bulk states is preserved. However, in contrast with hard wall case characterized by a featureless residual in-gap DOS (see Fig. 2, panel 2 ), a system with soft boundaries has a nontrivial structure of the residual DOS (Fig. 4, middle panels) . This structure emerges from two causes: 1) the orbital momentum of the chiral edge mode acquires a more complicated energy dependence, and 2) additional edge states, that do not belong to the chiral edge mode, develop inside the gap. Both these points are illustrated in Fig. 5 . The B-type edge states are Tamm-like states, which are formed due to the rapid variation of the confining potential and are not related to the topological properties of the insulator. Finally, in the presence of a confining potential with a smoothly varying component (case (c) in Fig. 4 ) the bulk gap collapses and the system becomes metallic. Note that, in the presence of the periodic vector potential A(r), the system still has chiral edge states even in the metallic phase, a situation similar to the existence of surface states in doped semiconductors in the presence of spin-orbit coupling [19] . We conclude that, in order to realize a topological insulator with cold atoms, one needs to produce a sharp boundary and to minimize any smoothly varying component of the confining potential.
Probing a topological state in condensed matter systems involves transport measurements. This would be a rather difficult task for atomic systems in optical lattices. Since the nontrivial topological properties of a system are a feature of the single particle Hamiltonian which is best revealed by the presence of the chiral edge states, we propose here the direct observation of these edge states in cold atomic systems, something one cannot easily realize in the condensed matter context. This involves two steps: 1) loading bosons into the edge states and 2) imaging the atoms. Initially, the optical lattice is loaded with atoms and cooled, so that the bosons occupy only the lowest energy single particle states. Next, angular momentum is transferred to the atoms using, for example, a 2-photon stimulated Raman process [20] , thereby populating states of higher energy and angular momentum comparable to that of the edge states. Finally, one can use resonant π pulses to further excite the atoms into the edge states. To image the atoms, one can use a direct in-situ imaging technique [21] . Although this technique is able, in principle, to discriminate between individual atoms in an optical lattice, a much lower resolution is required for imaging the edge states.
We propose the realization of topological quantum states with cold atoms in an optical lattice. A combination of a hexagonal optical lattice potential and a periodic light-induced vector potential represents a cold-atom realization of the Haldane model. We show that such a system is characterized by chiral edge modes, which are the signature of a topological quantum state. Observing these edge sates is an effective way of "seeing" a topological phase. We find that necessary conditions for realizing a topological insulator with optical lattices are the realization of a sharp boundary and the minimization of any smoothly varying component of the confining potential, e.g., of the harmonic confining potential. Controlling the confining potential opens the possibility of testing the stability of the chiral edge modes against weak disorder and interactions and, together with control of the vector potential, offers a knob for tuning the system from a topological insulator state to a standard insulator or a metallic phase. This work is supported by NSF through JQI-PFC, DARPA and US-ARO.
